Recommendation for Editors of IEEE Transactions on Green Communications and Networking (TGCN)

Overview
In order to strengthen the collaboration between ComSoc TCGCC and the journal IEEE TGCN, we plan to recommend two Editors from TCGCC for the journal TGCN. After the deadline 31 July, 2020, we have received 24 nominations.

Selection Committee
- Yan Zhang, University of Oslo, Norway (TCGCC Chair)
- Michela Meo, Politecnico di Torino, Italy (TGCN area editor)
- Peter Chong, Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand (TCGCC Vice-Chair)

Recommendation
On 19 August, 2020, the selection committee had a meeting to evaluate all nominations. We have considered many different aspects, including scientific contributions, TCGCC activities/involvement, and diversity. We came to strongly recommend the following two names to the EiC of the journal TGCN.

- Celimuge Wu, The University of Electro-Communications, Japan. Email: celimuge@uec.ac.jp
- Hina Tabassum, York University, Canada. Email: hina@eecs.yorku.ca

At the same time, since we have received a very large number of nominations, we would like to also suggest the third name for consideration, which is up to the EiC to decide if space is still available.

- Qiang Ni, Lancaster University, UK. Email: q.ni@lancaster.ac.uk